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13 ABSTRACT

The purpose of the research program reported upon herein was to gain an
improved understanding of the interrelationships existing between the seasonal
mountain snowoack and clir.ate and terrain. The field investigations were carried
out in the mountains ,1f southwestern Montana over four winter seasons. Most of the
studies were conducted in the Bridger Mountain Range near Bozecman, Montaina.

The investigation evolved into three main areas of emphxszi-:

(i) Snowpack accumulation as related to terrain and meteorological factor,:.
(2) Remote sensin- of snow surface tempcrature by infrared radi3½::..2ry.
(3) Study of some of the physical propo, rties of the seasonal :ox:.tai- snow-

pack through snowpit sampling.

The re-sults of investigation into each area of emlphasis has beec. rvcrie] uciio
in a seFarate technical report. This final report is composed of the ntbtra(%( and
sum•mary and conclusions of each of the three technical reports.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the research program reported upon herein was

to gain an improved understanding of the interrelationship'- isting

between the seasonal mountain snowpack and climate and terrain. The

field investigations were carried out in the mountains of southwestern

Montana over four winter seasons. Most of the studies were conducted

in the Bridger Mountain Range near Bozeman, Montana.

The investigation evolved into three main areas of emphasis:

(1) Snowpack accumulation as related to terrain and mete-

orological factcrs.

(2) Remote sensing of snow surface temperature by infrared

x'diometry.

(3) Study of some of the physical properties of the seasonal

mountain snowpack through snowpit sampling.

The results of investigation into each area of emphasis has

been reported upon in a separate technical report. The abstract and

summary and conclusions of each of the three technical reports follow.



SNOIRACK ACCU14ULATION IN RELATION TO TERRAIN
AND METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS IN SOUTfE4ESTEIUN MONTANA

by

John T. McPartland
Arlin B. Super
Val L. Mitchell

August 1971

ABSTRACT

The relationships between mountain snowpack accumulation and

terrain and meteorological parameters were investigated in three

separate mountain areas in southwestern Montana.

The parameters used (elevation, aspect, slope, geographic

locationi, and degree of potential windinesc-) were determined for

each sainplin; it in thc t~iree study areas. These were used as

terrain/meteorological parameters in the data analysis. Snowpack

variables measured were snow depth and water equivalent.

Statistical treatment of the data was performed through use

of simple correlation and multiple linear regression analyses, and

by principal component analysis. Snow depth was used as the snowpack

variable throughout all analyses. H~owever, a very high simple linear

correlation consistently existed between the snow depth and water

equivalent, and it is concluded that results of tile statistical

analyses apply equally to waiter equivalents.

In the Bangtail area of the Bridlger RNlngz-, elevation was
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generally the most important variable in explaining variance in

snowpack depth. The potential windiness parameters used were usually

second in importance in explaining the depth variance. Southwest

winds are known to be predominant in the area, and exposure to the

southwest quadrant was the most significant of all the potential

wind variables. Aspect, slope, and location parameters were generally

not effective in explaining the variance in snowpack depth.

Variation in snowpack depth at the Carrot Basin area of the

Nadison Range and the Cooke City area of the Beartooth Range were

largely explained by the elevation parameter. Wind effects in

both areas were unimportant.

SULNMRY AND COOCLUSIONS

The study presented was initiated to investigate the relationships

between mountain snowpack accumulation and terrain and meteorological

parameters.

Three separate mountain areas were chosen to determine if con-

sistent relationships between snowpack variations and variables

selected for analysis could be developed in areas which differed in

location and general landscape features.

Field investigations were conducted over a three-year period

at sites situated in the Bridger, Madison, and Bcartooth Ranges of

southwestern Montana. Each of the research areas was generally

downwind of a major orographic barrier and offered a wide range

of diverse terrain and meteorological conditions for study and
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comparison. In general, sampling sites in the Bangtail area of the

Bridger Range occupied the widest range of topographic conditions.

While some sites were along ridge crests or valley floors, most

occupied intermediate positions. Topography in the Carrot Basin

area of the Madison Range also allowed a wide range of site locations

to be selected. These were generally confined to the region which

tapers from the foot of the mountain peaks to the main valley floor

some 10 miles east. Sites in the Cooke City area of the Beartooth

Range were generally restricted to deep valley bottoms due to

logistic considerations. Tree cover and terrain features within

each of the areas w:- quite diverse, and it was possible to select

sampling sites which covered a broad range of conditions.

The parameters elevation, aspect, slope, geographic location,

and degree of potential windiness were measured for each sampling

point in the three study areas. These were utilized as terrain/

meteorological variables in the statistical treatment of the data.

For the Bangtai] and Cooke City areas, two measir-s of potential

wind effects at the sampling sites wcre utilized. These were a

subjective wind factor and an objective exposure rating. The sub-

jective system was applied by making value judgements based on a

series of definitions (after Brown and Peck, 1.962) as to the degree

to Which a site would be afforded protection from wind effects.

The objective system was developed from panoramic photographs centered

at each sampling location and was a measure of the percentage of

photograph area which was not blocked by tree cover or terrain

features. The objective clIssification waS dIvidLed into four
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separate parameters which allowed the amount of exposure in any

of the four major quadrants to be used as individual variables. Due

to lack of available field titne, the objective exposure rating system

was not applied to sites in the Carrot Basin Area of the Madison

Range.

Snowpack variables measured were snow depth and watar equivalent.

During the first field season, core samples to determine the water

content of the snowpack were only taken at selected sites in indi-

vidual study areas. During the later phases of the field investigation,

core samples were obtained at all sampling sites. Thus, there was

substantially more information available fcr analysis on snow depth

than on water equi,.alent. However, a very high linear correlation

consistently existed between the snow depth and water equivalent

values. From tais, it vas concluded that results of the statistical

analyses using snow depth as the dependent variable would also be

applicable to water equivalent information.

Statistical treatment of the data was performed through use of

sii•ple correlation and multiple linear regression analyses, and by

principal component analysis. Snow depth was used as the snowpack

variable throughout all analyses.

Simple linear correlation coefficients were first computed between

snow depth and the terrain/meteorological vwriables. As a gco.ral

rulf, any variable which was Lnot siaificantly correlated (5% level)

with sno-. dcpth was excluded from furti,-r consideration.

The rcraining v.triable.s v,ýr, subjocd to 1linear ntiltiple

ccrre1:L .ton inalysfs, and the results were interpr,-ted in terms of
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the,, percent of the variance emp ~i lnud ;is expreaýsed by the cOCeffitclot

of multiple determination. This type of anl.yajLS baaS Several. re-

zatrictiona; thiL:1 hindcer intcrpec~aticn ol tIO results. Ba3:ed onl

considerations of these restrictions, if an adLitional variable added

to a grouping did not generally increisc the. total variance Lt>.planlend

by at ].east 107, the variable was not cu-,sil1ercd iiucaortant. Powever,

becnuse variables PIUSt be -aSSLImid to 1-e inde~pcndent in this type of

analysis, the ordcer in which wiriahies are addcd to a ,,roupin,- can

affect their app~irent io-.portanco. Thus., ohys;ical reazoning also

cnrered into the jodge-nent of' cach variable's sig;ni.ficanice.

Principal ccewponent nnalysis avoids Feorc of the. ios?.trictiions

inv'ose~d by the mul Ciple linear roýgre-,Fion tc~hniqkuc, as tho vaciables

are groiup,.d into i nceponden-it co.e.binatianlS (L igenv1ect~ors) ub icl &eecribe

the rela~ionship.-; which occur iii the daqta. Thie Firs'_ O* iýeavmotor

produced 0e:Cpl:I1nS thle 1l;rcs;t 0-1Iount of varianice ;end sticoss ive elgen-

vectors G iisdpor~Ivl less. All vairiables v.ere in itial ly

considev:ed in thLe principle ceontanalyris, 'nit xil-v ther-e that

wore -iost, Offective !In :jus the varl::nco ¶'..ro ruta cned for

final prf~senuiti.en. Due to the j,,iA~llnar of \rabl finally

titiiize ,strong in terp,-eta ~tio is 'l:,itcd to tho rc ;ults sho-,,i by

the first cgnetr

Ami ys is oJ Luo. datta 1'ron' the IBailgtl ci1 rea ot tie. ;lridgor Rný,

indicates that the fol towing concmiti ovs clin ho drzewri.

(1) 1E10at ionl Was I-a] ml y thO 1ises L i'.Mport ant VI iobje iii

espa i lu th V~L alec10 eo'p ik dpt, with se

depth cosaeti nre n :oa. Llizu''
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onL-half the total explained variance was accounted for

by the elevation parameter in the larger data grouping (N = 92).

,. the spring melt season was reached, elevation became pro-

gressively more important. This was probably due to the reduced

effectiveness of wind in redistributing snow, because of

wet spring snows and the presence of sun crusts, and to the

occurrence of some melting at lower elevation sites.

(2) The potent[il windiness parameters used were usually second

in importance in explaining the variance of snowpack depth.

Occasionally they were more important than elevation,

c;peclally in the smaller data grouping (N = 66) and in

early winter.

(3) The objective exposure system used was more effective in

exlai.nLng variance than the subjccti-e wind factor. In

the DBngtail area w.,Thore southwesterly wi-.ds are known to

:o0:ina•,':, the exposure to the southwe3t vJ3 the most signi-

f [cant: of all the potential. wind variables. 'ho combination

,-.f eLperure to the southi;est and elvcration consistently

accounted for the ';rcatiest miount of variance explained.

(A) T.L objective average e:xpocaIre in all quadrnnts was9 still a

better mea:.ure of pctc ntmal wind offects at a site than the

subjective wind Factor.

(3) As['ect, slope, and location par;imeters wore generally not

0.ffoctive in explain in; the varlance in sno-iopack depth.

Conr 'idzi It •i• o" (I ta froem the Carrot Ba-t[narea reveailed that

,-1ly l. Vat Onl '.,S inportsnt in cx.:plaioIng thý :,now depth variance in
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that area. Wiind utfects in the area were uninportant, even t-houigh

murh of the- terrain is open and exposed. TIlie lack of t-Jntl red(i atri-

but~ion of snow in this area is noL well uade~rstood, but M-av he partI;Illy

due to effective blocking of low level winds by upa ,Lii ridges.

As in the Carrot Basin area, onl~y elevation weai sinmiic!vant in

reducL.-Ich the snowpack deopth variance in the Cooke City airea. Lack

of win,' effects may be due to the location of thie cýaoiyofs pln

sýite,; in -3heltered valley floor po-;itions. lHovevor, it is not known

'At.rmore c.eiridge crest sites would be subj ected to i;vind

red(isfribution as travel to such sites was not practical.

Cocrelat tai co!f Ficie'.nts betwe.,en snow delpth and watcr cqruivale1t-

values -,ere very high, ind snowpTack water coutemnt could. be acc.Urately

kc3ti' ated frc-ri snow/ depths3 in all thre~e s-tudyI areass if index density

Valuce- tveto av.'iiible Iaud exposed sites were awn: de. Networks of

aerial snow (leptLI warkers etib~ll~ishrld Iin locatlons protectud frost

wind rediett Thution couild provide acc-urate, useful, water content

estim~ites in any of the three- miountain ranges.

Co~nnarlsons bet-weon the irdiivAidalI stu~dy ;aroas roeaolo(I that

tot-il snmw av:unts recc i vd (Irequfto cep rb lo at ý t .;;" ft

ý!Si, level. Diffet-conrs in S:iok; on thel( grou~nd at 8000 ft 4fST, were

1 '5thom the1 17iýfli . '7atid ios :-InerikcocctjIVbY the, 'V(cns. IPowever,

coripair ison of~ sn,- de-Piti graid1 ent fromi 7flot t) ýOi()o ft is, reveal~ed

a hiý'I dog coc of v;Aricb i.~i ty inl both s;pace- and time.
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TINFiKA.II D) T'FIP 1R.'RI: Sf'ý -S NC 01' S 0',-CO\'VERFI) TERRAIN

by

Benard A. Shafer
Arlin B. Super

August 1971

ABSTRACT

The feasibility of remotely monitoring snow surface temperatures

was investigated with a Barnes IT-3 infrared thermometer. Much of the

work concentrated on determLning the vertical emissivity of dry snow

in the atmnospheric infrared windok, region between 8 and 14 microns.

The e:,issivity of various snow surface types was measured using

an apip:ratus cAlled an ei, [vitvbox. An average emissivity for

frnllhty fatlen snow was found to be 0.975. For snow surfaces crusted

bh the effects of wind or melt phenomenon the avcrage e-missivity was

0.9 5. F ;i, ,_.an F:>o 1 V ,,,r al i sn.:,, surface types oxamined was

0.9/8. The-se hii;ll e--i. vtvity values ,bsb:LanLiate the h';pothcsis

t,.t ::noJ 'oo esss an.p -:i: ately biacklbe.ty chara-cteriýtics in the

S to 14 micron .;-ectral interval.

,An ano y:-,is of errors; iii radio,:.etrically obtained snow surface

te1,Ferptureý; revualed that th!e IT-3 is capalle of accuritely measutring

t-he true 0ciae tc:rlperat-,,. to within tt.;o deprees Celsius for the

tevpcratu ro t;•:a>;e, e;.er ,i'id. Inversions Un snow covered mountain

va l,.. v',_efli ,,,cI , .,tiy r',.ppeo Alcn; aci t, orae ease .xadles . Tops
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t-F inversions were located by measuring the snow surface temperature

variation with elevation and noting the intersection of the inversion

top with the mountain slope.

Remote radiometric temperature sensing of snow surfaces appears

to offer a potentially useful tool for monitoring surface temperature

gradients in arctic environments. Its application to meteorological

investigations of surface temperature variation in otherwise inacces-

sible mountainous regions in winter may also prove valuable.

SL•'MRY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary goal of the investigation was to determine the

feasibility of remotely monitoring snow surface temperatures using

an airborne infrared radiometer. The basic problem in this feasibility

study was determination of the emissivity range of dry snow in the 8

tc 14 micron spectral bandwidth. All radiometric measurements were

made with a Barnes IT-3 Model-A infrared radiometer.

Emissivity measurements wcre made for 185 snow samples of varying

crystalline form in the tetnperature range -1 to -18C. The technique

utilized to )erform the weasurements was that of Bucttner and Kern

(1965), with some modification as receonmended by Dana (1969). An

instrument caliod an ei,:3ivi.ty box was used in this approach. The

vertical emissivf iy of snow in the 8 to 14 micron interval was found to

range froum 0.966 to 0.989. Freshly fallen snow• e::hibtLcd an average

emissivity of 0.975. Crusted snow was foun1d to poss(!s a moon emis-

sivity of 0.985. The sli;lhtly highe" 2rtists4ivi' of fr,,.;tod snow nay



be related to the greater number of crystals per unit area and increased

density. The average emissivity for all types of snow surfaces examined

was 0.978. Thus, it is concluded that snow possesses approximately

blackbody characteristics in the 8 to 14 micron region. Lower

emissivities found in the literature appear to be incorrect.

Airborne snow surface temperature measurements were shown to be

feasible and accurate to within about 2C when obtained within 1000 ft

of the surface. This value includes the effect of reflected radiation

from the sky, emissivity corrections, and atmospheric absorption

between the target and sensor. Tops of inversions in snow-covered

mountain valleys were successfully mapped during airborne case studies.

This demonstrates the practical applications of radiometers for

detecting air mass boundaries at their intersection with the surface.

Airborne radiometric measurements of snow surface temperature were

generally found to agree within 2.5C with air temperature measured in

weather shelters nearby. The only exception in the limited number

of case studies was an instnnce where a strong inversion caused by

r.r.diation cooling resulted in a mLximum difference of 5.8C between

the radiant snow surface ternperature and shelter temperature.

Radiometric temperature sensing of snow surfaces offers a use-

ful tool in investLgations of surface temperature gradients in arctic

and alpine environments. Coupling an airborne infrared thermometer

wfth an aircraft-nounted air temperature sensor provides the added

capabiliLy for monitoring the temperature distribution of a remote

orea in three (I I mens ions.
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Airborne radiometric temperature sensing of snow-covered terrain

offers a method of obtaining real-time surface temperature data in

remote arctic and mountainous regions to supplement anu improve

satellite surface temperature information. Ultimately, satellite

monitoring on a routine basis might be preferred. However, satellite

scanning of the surface temperature has the disadvantage of being

limited to cloudless conditions. Airborne radiometry, on the other

hand, is restricted only by flying conditions. Airborne radiometers

also provide more detail on surface temperature distributions than

is possible with satellite-mounted sensors.
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PHYSICAL INVFSTIGATIONS OF THE SEASONAL
MOUNTAIN SNOWPACK: BRIDGER RANGE, MONTANA

by

Arlin B. Super
John T. McPartland

Val L. Mitchell

September 1971

ABSTRACT

Information on several mountain snowpack parameters was obtained

from a number of snowpits dug in the Bridger Mountains of southwestern

Montana. The data were collected during three winters from a total

of three separate sites. The parameters studied included depth,

density, age, grain size, ram resistance, shear vane strength, tem-

perature, and air permeability. Air temperature, precipitation, and

in some cases, wind speed were also measured.

Statistical analyses were performed to determine how the snow-

pack parameters were related. Snow density was strongly related to

the overburden pressure or load of the overlying snowpack and to

the age of the snowpack. The relationship with age apparently

resulted from the rate of loading being approximately a linear

function of time. Ram rtsistance was strongly related to density

and shear vane strength, with the relationships being in good agree-

ment with work done in other locations. Air permeability correlated

sinificantLy with depth, age, grain size, and shear vane strength,

but the individual relationships were relatively weak.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An investigation of some of the physical parameters of the

seasonal mountain snowpack was carried out in the Bridger Range of

southwestern Montana. The field portion of the study extended through

three winters with data being collected from three separate areas.

The study areas were all clearings in the forest and ranged from

very protected to somewhat windy.

Most snowpack parameters were sampled by digging pits through

the pack and making measurements in a vertical profile along a pit

wall. A total of 54 snowpits were sampled during the three field

seasons. Parameters sampled included density, temperature, air

permeability, ram resistance, shear vane strength, grain size, crystal

type, and age of selected strata. Continuous air temperature and

precipitation data were also available, and average daily wind

speeds were measured during the last field season.

Snowpack data were stratified into three categories: regular

snow, depth hoar, and isothermal snow. Interrelations were statisti-

cally derived between snowpack parameters for each type of snow.

Differences between study sites were also examined.

The density of regular snow was found to be strongly dependent

upon the airount of overburden pressure or load. Bccause the rate of

loading was approximately constant with time, strong density-age

relationships were apparent at individual study sites.

Even tIough the snow depth-density relationship varied from

site to site and season to sean;on, the relationship was strong.
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The variations are probably related to windiness during and shortly

after snowfall, to the rate of loading, and to the vertical temperature

gradient through the snowpack. Depth hoar and isothermal snow

displayed weak depth-density relationships.

Ram resistance was found to be highly related to snow density

for both regular snow and depth hoar. The relationship for regular

snow was in good agreement with some previous work. Ram resistance

was also highly related to snow strength as measured by a torque

shear vane for both depth hoar and regular snow. The relationship

for regular snow was similar to those developed at Alta, Utah, and

Goose Lake, Montana. This suggests that a single relationship

e:ists for regular snow in the Northern Rockies.

Air permeability was found to be significantly correlated with

depth, age, grain size, and shear strength but not with density.

All significant correlation coefficients were negative with the

exception of the coefficient relating permeability and grain size.

The variance of permeability explained by any of the parameters

measured was rather small.
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